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ABSTRACT
Data warehouse, OLAP technology and distributed analysis show great potential in improving
business analysis, tendency prediction and decision making. With the assistance of data mining
techniques, databases can also be a useful tool for analyzing societal trends by gathering data from
social media networks. As these networks can contain huge amounts of text data, it can serve as a
perfect platform for testing text mining technologies, and discovering what kind of trend or what
kind of topic concern people the most during a certain time period. This project utilizes a data set
of tweets generated from May to June 2019, which contains more than 2 million tweets with content
and location data. After applying some data cleaning techniques, we were able to establish a data
cube and provide various analyses based on location. Our results show Twitter users’ preference
and use frequency varies significantly based on their locations. Ultimately, this project provides a
case study about utilizing database, data warehouse and distributed analysis technology to analyze
social media, and provides some insight regarding trending topics of interest. This work could be
applied by those interested in gaining a better understanding of social media users.
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CHAPTER 1. Overview
Social media plays a vital part in most people’s daily life; hundreds to thousands of gigabytes of
data is generated by people across the world every day. For regular users, social media websites such
as Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram may be a platform for exchanging information, making friends,
and online socializing. However, for certain groups of people, like data analysts, software/computer
engineers, and maybe the social media service providers, the tremendous amount of data is a large
gold mine full with valuable thoughts and insights. User contents contain their thoughts about
certain events like political campaigns, long term economic situation, celebrity news or important
government decision. People also tend to express their emotions through social media, or their
emotional changes caused by events. According to these kinds of user content, analyzers can reach
conclusions like a particular event’s overall impact on the society, what kind of users has a higher
social media use rate, or what kind of topic is popular among certain types of users or users in a
specific area.
The content of social media varies a lot, from simple texts, sequences of images to complex
interactions among users and content creators; this feature increases the difficulty of analyzing
social media data. For data generated within a particular time or a specific geographical region, its
content will not be in unity, but it is going to be a mixture of text, images, videos, and probably more
than tens of thousands of interactions. Even for the most straightforward user content-type: texts,
it is also hard to mine valuable data because of its disordered, random contents, and sometimes
spam information. Let us take Twitter for example, for a single tweet its chunk might consist of
users’ ID, text content, and counts of how many times this tweet has been liked or retweeted, but
the process of trying to discover some user trends or user preferences is always a big challenge for
data analysts and software engineers. People have been using various kinds of tools to analyze social
media text data, from Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) to other analysis tools
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and environments like data warehouses, Hadoop, and NoSQL databases. Traditional Relational
Databases can provide some functions like basic statistics and queries; under some circumstances,
it can complete the required analysis jobs. However, many of them need to be completed by
complex SQL queries with very low efficiency and high programming difficulty. For large data
analysis, interactive queries like traditional RDBMS can provide is not necessary as the user may
only require the result can be returned within an acceptable time, and the time could be quite
long. This work will be focusing on the text data which is the simplest type of data to carry out an
analysis, and three kinds of tools (traditional database, data warehouse, and Hadoop/MapReduce)
will be used to see what kind of analysis each tool can carry out and what kind of advantages or
disadvantages these tools show during the process.
3
CHAPTER 2. Literature Review
Many researchers have already shown how valuable social media data can be and their methods
of analysis. Aibek Makazhanov and Davood Rafiei showed in their paper [1] that in a case of a
political campaign in Canada on April 23, 2012, Twitter users’ data and the content they generated
can be extracted and conduct prediction about the users’ activity, political preference and even
the election result can be partially predicted. By building prediction model and evaluation, the
authors designed the prediction model from users’ interaction records, as to predict one specific
user’s possible preference he/she had to conduct interactions with the parties which participated
in the election; after gathering statistics for user-party pair, the authors evaluated the model based
on occurrences of keywords and hashtags directly related to the election. The data model and
analysis result outperform traditional text annotations. OLAP technology can also be extended
and let it be compatible with social media data analysis [2], with the help of large data set and
multidimensional data warehouse. Works focusing on NoSQL databases also give an example about
how NoSQL databases can be utilized to implement a traditional multidimensional data warehouse.
Max Chevalier and his team’s research shows that the use of NoSQL databases for implementation
of OLAP system is a right direction for further data mining and analysis regarding social media
[3]. This research shows a clear guideline for the process of creating a multidimensional data model
from scratch with two kinds of approaches to optimize its query performance.
For many other researches regarding data analysis on very large data sets or OLAP technology,
there are already researchers claimed that data warehousing and OLAP/OLTP technologies play a
vital part in decision making process [4], some of them suggest a basic architecture for implemen-
tation of an analysis job using a certain platform, like multidimensional view [5, 6, 7], the specific
design of a data warehouse to support data mining [8, 9], data mining method and techniques
[10, 11], as well as data cleaning process before data mining starts[12]. Ahonen and Heinonen from
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University of Helsinki suggested an application of data mining techniques in text analysis jobs and
provided demonstration of their thoughts [13]. Researchers led by Oswaldo Moscoso-Zea suggested
a complete data warehouse architecture design for educational data mining and it proved that this
architecture served a good guide for data warehouse implementation [14]; however, in this case
many of them lacks the realization of their suggested framework or architecture, or experiments
to test if this architecture can work efficiently when dealing with real data sets, which raises the
question that whether these frameworks are useful/practical or not during an actual data analysis
job like analyzing huge amount of texts or numeric data. Some other researches provide good case
studies, like data warehouses’ application in fields of healthcare and medical center [15, 16, 17, 18],
agricultural or environmental topics [19, 20], Internet of Things [21], programming bug report [22]
and business analysis such as banking [23]. Researchers also found that data warehouse technol-
ogy showed its potential in the field of education [24, 25]. The data model created by Yohannes
Kurniawan and Erwin Halim [25] aimed at analyzing educational data like students’ test score
and semester GPA, to realize the function which can predict students’ performance in a certain
period. With a software architecture suggested by the authors, an entire data warehouse system
was established and enabled the students and instructors to communicate with each other about
monitoring the study performance.
Moreover, of course, social media data attracts much attention from researchers, and they all
have their understandings about how to implement analysis techniques and complete jobs in dif-
ferent fields like survey [26] and politics [27, 28, 29]. Stefan Stieglitz and his team summarized
the major challenges and problems researchers may encounter during social media analysis in their
research [30], especially the process of discovering, collecting, and preparing data before the actual
analysis part begins. From the perspective of data mining, Kai Shu and other researchers from Ari-
zona State University and Michigan State University explored the problem of fake news/information
detection in social media. They also reviewed the current algorithms for detecting fake news [31]. In
Salloum and his team’s research [32], they made it apply text mining techniques in Facebook data
focusing on posts obtained from news channels and got the results of similarities in topics, relevant
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news channel documents and categorized data using a similarity operator. They concluded that
as the social media network is growing and evolving, specific keywords and phrases may contain
”fruitful” data to support business decision making further.
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CHAPTER 3. Data Collection and Cleaning
During the actual usage of Twitter, the content of tweets displayed in front of an individual
user is very simple, like maybe one or two lines of texts, one or more images, or a short video that
may not be longer than 5 minutes. In the case of analysis, such data is not enough to excavate
useful information, which is helpful for decision making or statistics. With the help of streaming
or other kinds of APIs provided by Twitter, people can record tweet data in the form of text or
json file, and these captured tweets in json or text format can tell much information. Figure 3.1
shows a sample of one tweet contained in a dataset of 7831 tweets (Including deleted tweets). Some
essential components like creation time, unique id number, and text content can be roughly seen.
Figure 3.1 A captured tweet sample in JSON format
Take the tweet which has the id number “1145217755391520768” for example. As all the chunks
for one single tweet are written in one line, some parsing job needs to be done to quickly identify
which components of these tweets are needed for the following experiment. Figure 3.2 shows a
parsed result of id number 1145217755391520768, using an online json parser.
Although the picture only shows part of the parsing result, we can easily see that it is entirely
different from what we usually see when using these social media networks services as the tweet
shows much more than just simple texts or images. Instead, it contains information like when
7
Figure 3.2 Tweet with ID number 1145217755391520768 after parsing
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this tweet is created (Including year, the exact time with date), its complete text content, source
URL address, the user’s complete information including user account id, location, user’s descrip-
tion about him/herself, the date of when this account was created, whether this tweet is liked or
retweeted or not and its times of being liked or retweeted (And we can see that the tweet id number
1145217755391520768 itself is a retweet). For the following experiment and analysis in this project,
what I am going to do is to extract the date, unique id number, Text content, location, how many
times this tweet has been liked (“Liked count”) and how many times this tweet has been retweeted
(“Retweet count”), as I consider these parameters can accurately express a single tweet’s explicit
content, as well as the emotion its content can deliver, the location of this Twitter user which may
be related to some critical events, topics people are focusing on might differ according to different
locations, and the language this account’s owner or the tweet content is using. Hashtags are not
included in the analysis part after the initial extraction, because during the research on the struc-
ture of tweet, there is a phenomenon that people does not tend to add hashtags to their contents
(These will generate a “null” in the hashtags section of the tweet). Some of the captured tweets
contain randomly added hashtags that do not have much value to be analyzed; however such cases
will not or rarely appear in the Text section, so the Text section and the Location section will be
the center of experiment and analysis in this project. Due to the reason that Twitter only provide
premium APIs for the access to the historical tweets which needs to be subscribed and paid every
month, and standard free streaming APIs cannot capture big enough data set for analysis; for this
project I chose to download data sets from Internet archives which have enough amount of data
and period.
Before loading the collected json files (The size is more than 55 gigabytes in total) into the
database, some data cleaning and modification tasks need to be done.
Deleted tweets consist of pretty much of the collected data, as shown in Figure 3.3 (Almost
more than 40% in a single json file). Moreover, the format of the collected json files also needs to
be fixed, as the database will only recognize and import the very first line of data because the all
the json files containing tweets are not correctly formatted. They lack the pair of square brackets
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Figure 3.3 Tweets marked with “Delete”, means deleted tweets in record
which made up for the start and the end of a json file, each line of records lacks comas to separate
themselves with other records. Besides, for each data set file in tar or zip format downloaded from
Internet archive, it is separated into 30 different folders, each folder contains 60 json files; there are
three such data set folders in the collection which means there are more than one thousand json
files, makes the data cleaning process extraordinarily inefficient and time-consuming. For this part,
some simple command lines will help deal with such a situation and largely decrease the workload.
Figure 3.4 shows a sample of a raw data set without any modification or cleaning. Twenty-four
folders are under the directory “30” in total, and each folder contains 30 to 60 json files. Manually
doing data cleaning for one json file after another is unrealistic as there are three such data folders
in total, each folder contains about 1440 json files. In order to reduce the workload as much as
possible, the strategy is to combine all json files in one sub-folder by using Linux command, and
then conduct data cleaning and file modification on this “combined” json file. Figure 3.5, 3.6, and
3.7 shows the process of data cleaning and the result of this process.
Using this strategy enables the data cleaning process to decrease its times of operations from
possibly more than 4000 times to merely just over 100 times. It is also possible to combine all the
json files within the dataset folder into one huge combination file. However, for just 30 json files,
which are shown in Figure 4, its combination file’s size has already surpassed 340 megabytes. For
data set folders containing 60 json files, the size of all of these files’ combination is even nearly one
gigabyte. Considering that combining all json files will make the combination too large which is
10
Figure 3.4 Raw data set files
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Figure 3.5 The process of combining JSON files, initial data cleaning and format correction
Figure 3.6 The newly generated “ALLFILES.json” file, this file contains all data from
JSON files in this folder
Figure 3.7 The content of the “ALLFILES.json” file, note that after each line the coma
is added, square brackets are also added at the start and the end of the file,
in order to let the SQL server database recognize and extract all necessary
attributes
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hard for the operating system to read and handle, the file reading process could be much longer
than acceptance, and may even cause the system to freeze because of the shortage of RAM. I chose
to combine the json files separately by folder and extract their data one after another for the sake
of system performance.
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CHAPTER 4. Database Design
4.1 Data Extraction and Import
After the initial data cleaning, all the json files are ready and available for importing into SQL
Server. Importation of all the data in json format is not a very simple task, as the Microsoft SQL
Server 2019 does not provide a straightforward function that can directly import the data into the
database and convert it to a table; this needs to be done with SQL scripts. First of all, a SQL Server
table containing the data needs to be created within the already created database. The previous
section mentioned that these attributes of a tweet would be extracted and saved: the unique id
number of each tweet, the date when this tweet is created, text content, the language this user is
using, the user’s location, hashtags used, if this tweet has been liked or retweeted, and its count of
being liked/retweeted. Figure 4.1 shows the table which will accept the data insertion from json
files.
Figure 4.1 The table used to save extracted information from json files
The table contains ten attributes in total, except the id number attribute, which is the unique
primary key, and it cannot be null; the rest of the attributes all allow null data. The data extraction
part is done by the SQL script shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 SQL Script used for importing data from json
This script can be divided into two parts: The first part is reading the json file, extracting
the selected attributes as a temporary table, then select all the columns from this temporary table
extracted from the json. There is one issue worth noting that for every tweet captured, the user
location information is contained in the user section embedded in the main json, so when reading
the user location from the source file, the user section needs to be read as a whole and extract its
“location” section and query this section along with other columns. The second part is to insert
the query result into the target table. In order to avoid the problem that sometimes the SQL
Server cannot recognize and read some unreadable characters and fail the entire insertion process,
the commands “SET ANSI WARNINGS OFF” and “SET ANSI WARNINGS ON” are added in
this script so the importation can run smoothly without any interruption. Figure 4.3 shows the
query result of script part 1. As we can see in the picture that many of the tweets are written in
languages other than English like Japanese, Spanish or Thai; these tweets do not show any value
of analysis as only tweets written in English will be analyzed in this project. Also many duplicate
records are appearing in the extracted records, and these records may affect the experiment result,
which means we need a second round of data cleaning.
4.2 Second Round Data Cleaning
Right now, we already have a raw dataset imported into the SQL Server database. Before any
kind of experiments or analysis can be carried out, among all the 2.1 million tweets extracted from
the jsons, many of them are written in languages other than English. Furthermore, there also exists
lots of duplicated data, these data are probably originated from user-created multiple tweets with
15
Figure 4.3 Data extraction result using SQL script
the same content, or during the data capturing process one same record was loaded more than once.
Of all the 2164998 tweets in the table “twitter data”, more than 640 thousand duplicate records
are showing the same text content, as shown in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4 Duplicate records showing the exact same text content
Many of these duplicate records show the same simple word made by possibly different users
from different locations; it’s tough to analyze and conclude any emotion or preference from these
tweets, these duplicate records may even affect the analysis result. While removing the records
which were not written in English is easy by using the SQL delete command, deleting the duplicate
records from the table took more than 6 minutes to find and remove all such records, which is
much longer than expected. After the second round of data cleaning, as shown in Figure 4.5,
16
approximately 1.5 million records remain in the database table without duplicate text content or
non-English written tweets, which enables us to start the experiments.
Figure 4.5 Data table after two rounds of data cleaning
17
CHAPTER 5. Experiments
The main goal for this project is to find out “What kind of advantages or disadvantages
will data warehouse or other tools bring over traditional Related DBMS in case of
data analysis?” The experiments based on the dataset answer this question by conducting several
queries using different kinds of analysis tools: Database and Data warehouse. A further experiment
using MapReduce (Apache Pig) will also be conducted to compare their differences in performance
and complexity.
5.1 Experiments using SQL Server
The experiments start from traditional relational databases using Microsoft’s SQL Server Man-
agement Studio, the analysis using SQL Server needs to answer the following questions:
• Twitter count by states within the USA?
• Twitter count by countries across the world?
• Twitter trend (The top X most frequent word appearing in tweets) within the USA?
• Twitter trend across the world?
Counting the tweets by states within the United States is simple, the following code shows a
sample from the SQL script to query the total count of tweets whose user account is located in
Iowa, USA or California, USA. Space is needed to be added before the “IA” statement in order to
filter other locations end with “ia” like India, Nigeria, and Columbia. The following table shows the
result of the tweet counts based on the primary states within the USA; the whole query operation




(SELECT COUNT(idnumber) AS AL_COUNT FROM twitter_data_copy
WHERE Location LIKE ’% IA’ or Location LIKE ’%Iowa%’) AS IA,
(SELECT COUNT(idnumber) AS AL_COUNT FROM twitter_data_copy
WHERE Location LIKE ’% CA’ or Location LIKE ’%California%’) AS CA
State Tweet Count State Tweet Count State Tweet Count
AL 4876 LA 7904 OR 5810
AK 1027 ME 2472 PA 12537
AZ 8416 MD 8132 RI 1337
AR 2419 MA 8731 SC 4743
CA 57140 MI 10592 TN 7585
CO 6637 MN 5024 TX 47010
DE 1098 MO 5673 UT 2629
DC 5484 MT 806 VT 623
FL 29590 NV 4995 VA 10028
GA 14940 NH 1154 WA 15353
HI 2089 NJ 9355 WV 1410
ID 1132 NM 1855 WI 4399
IL 14032 NY 33394 WY 473
IN 6571 NC 11501 CT 3535
IA 2586 ND 496 NB 1735
KS 5135 OH 14021 SD 631
KY 4030 OK 4071 MS 2578
Conducting queries on tweet counts by countries across the world is a bit tricky because most
of the location data in the table are not structured or perfectly formatted. Using the SUBSTRING
command to extract the specific strings in the location data does not work well, or only part of
the data satisfies the standard location format, so in this experiment, only locations with a definite
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country name are counted. In order to make the query easier to conduct, I introduced another
table named “countries continent” which contains two attributes: Countries and their belonging
continents. This table is used to match the location data with the original twitter data table. The
following code shows the script for querying the tweet counts by countries; note that because many
of the locations in the main table are not normalized in format, this query only extracted and
counted part of the tweet data.
select b.Country, count(*) AS Twitter_count
from twitter_data_copy a, countries_continent b
where a.Location like b.Country
group by b.Country
order by Twitter_count DESC
The following table shows the top 20 results of the total amount of tweets by countries. This
query took 33 seconds to complete.
No. Country Twitter Count No. Country Twitter Count
1 United States 27297 11 Singapore 2162
2 India 8590 12 Ireland 1935
3 United Kingdom 8052 13 Pakistan 1915
4 Canada 5975 14 England 1899
5 Nigeria 5477 15 France 1888
6 Indonesia 3969 16 Scotland 1530
7 Malaysia 3785 17 Germany 1519
8 Australia 3691 18 Thailand 1502
9 South Africa 3663 19 Jamaica 1291
10 Philippines 2322 20 Ghana 1163
Analyzing preferences or trends is considered as a quite difficult task for many data analysis
tools, as the data amount is very high, and there is almost no order among the millions of words.
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For this experiment of trying to analyze user trends by SQL Server, I consider that the words or
phrases with the highest appearing frequency can represent the users’ trends during a certain time
or within a particular area. As the text data in the twitter data table is scattered and unordered, an
extra user-defined function is needed to split the words and make them countable; also in order to
support this function, another table which contains the numbers from 1 to 100000 is also created,
or the query result will not return a correct counting result. Instead, it will only return a null
column. The following code shows the definition of a function named “SplitString”, suggested by
Will P. [33], which is used for splitting text strings, and the SQL script which uses this function to
query the tweet word count based on tweets in the State of California. According to the result of
tweet count by states experiment, this query to conduct word count on tweets made in California















INSERT INTO @Results (Item)
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SELECT SUBSTRING(@String+@Delimiter, Number,
CHARINDEX(@Delimiter, @String+@Delimiter, Number) - Number)
FROM NumbersTest
WHERE Number <= LEN(REPLACE(@String,’ ’,’|’))
AND SUBSTRING(@Delimiter + @String,
Number,
LEN(REPLACE(@delimiter,’ ’,’|’))) = @Delimiter
ORDER BY Number RETURN
END
--Analyzing user trend by finding the most frequently appearing word
SELECT a.Word, a.Times from
(SELECT Item AS Word, COUNT(1) AS Times FROM
(select * from twitter_data_copy
where
location like ’% CA’ or location like ’%California%’) c
CROSS APPLY dbo.SplitString(text, ’ ’)
GROUP BY Item
) a
WHERE a.Times > 1
ORDER BY a.Times DESC
Figure 5.1 shows the query result of the top 10 most frequently appearing words within tweets
made by California users.
The same function used for splitting text strings can also be used in analyzing world Twitter
trends, but before actually starting the query, tweet data with Locations in correct country format
needs to be extracted first, then the utilize the splitting string function and conduct word counting.
22
Figure 5.1 Top 10 most frequently appearing words in California tweets
The following code shows the process to conduct word count on a world level, including the tweets
from the United States which just have been statisticized in previous experiments; note this query
is embedded with a subquery which extracts the data with the correct location format by mapping
the location data with the country names in table “countries continent”. The following table shows
the top 10 results of this query. This query took 3 minutes and 4 seconds (184 seconds) to complete.
SELECT c.Word, c.Times from
(SELECT Item AS Word, COUNT(1) AS Times FROM (select a.text
from twitter_data_copy a, countries_continent b
where a.Location like b.Country) t
CROSS APPLY dbo.fn_SplitString(text, ’ ’)
GROUP BY Item
) c
WHERE c.Times > 1
ORDER BY c.Times DESC
23











5.2 Experiments using Data Warehouse
Before actually starting analysis works using Data Warehouse, there is one vital job needs to be
done, which is to create a multidimensional schema data model for the data we are about to mine
and analyze. A multidimensional data model consists of the following elements: Fact, Dimension,
Attributes, Fact table, and Dimension table. Fact refers to any kind of metrics from the business,
like sales or quantity in typical sales business analysis. Dimension is more like a “window” of
how analyzers will view the fact, like when this kind of product has the highest sale, who bought
this kind of product and where/which store did customers buy it, the attributes are the columns
in the dimension table which are used to describe the facts. Fact table acts as the core in the
multidimensional model; it contains the facts and foreign keys that are used to connect to other
dimension tables. Dimension tables and fact tables together make up a star schema to represent
the dimensional relationships between the fact table and dimension tables.
Three steps of tasks compose of the process of creation of a multidimensional model:
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• Firstly, the dimensions for the model need to be identified and defined, as the dimensions
contain all the attributes which will provide characteristics for the fact. For this experiment,
we only use Location as the dimension in this experiment.
• Secondly, after the dimension of Location is defined, the fact, the measurement of this exper-
iment needs to be identified; the count of tweets by states or countries is the fact of this data
model.
• Thirdly, right now, the dimension and the fact which the dimension is supporting are both
settled. The dimension table (Along with its hierarchies) and fact table need to be connected
using foreign keys, which make up a star schema, containing both the dimension and fact
table.
Figure 5-2 shows the structure of the star schema used in this experiment.
Figure 5.2 The data model with dimension table and fact table
For this experiment, I use the Microsoft Visual Studio 2019 as a developing platform for the data
warehouse. The “Dimensions” folder contains all dimension tables used in the data warehouse, while
the fact table gathers information from dimension tables, and the information is used for data cube
construction. If more dimension information is required, it is easy to create other dimensions and
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use these dimensions to create new data cubes for the requirements of analysis. Unlike traditional
databases, OLAP cubes use another query language called MDX (MultiDimensional eXpression) to
conduct queries. It shares a similar syntax with SQL but with many differences in some significant
ways. With the use of MDX query language, a data warehouse can conduct some queries which are
difficult to realize, or it will need much more code to achieve a similar result. The following code
shows the script for querying the tweet counts by the states in Mid Western United States.









SELECT [Measures].[Count] ON COLUMNS,
ORDER([MidWest], [Measures].[Count], BDESC ) ON Rows
FROM Twitter
The query script starts with a definition of a user-defined set called “MidWest”, which contains
the dimension data only including tweets from the Midwestern United States, then put the measures
on columns and the previously defined [MidWest] set on rows in descending order. Figure 5-3 shows
the query result in the data cube. We can easily see that users in the State of Ohio have the highest
Twitter using frequency among the Mid Western states.
Similar to the SQL Server counterpart of the experiment, tweet count analysis by states within
the USA can also be done using the data warehouse approach with some modifications to the script.
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Figure 5.3 Querying tweet counts in the Midwestern United States
The following table shows the query result of counting the tweets by the primary 51 states within
the United States.
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State Tweet Count State Tweet Count State Tweet Count
Texas 2953 Massachusetts 426 Maine 192
New York 2872 Washington D.C. 418 Hawaii 164
California 2466 Pennsylvania 406 Rhode Island 160
Florida 1955 Oregon 399 New Hampshire 139
New Jersey 1224 Wisconsin 381 New Mexico 131
Ohio 1091 Alabama 369 Mississippi 129
Michigan 1047 South Carolina 357 Nebraska 126
North Carolina 709 Tennessee 351 Alaska 117
Maryland 707 Connecticut 348 Vermont 101
Colorado 683 Oklahoma 305 Nevada 96
Georgia 653 Kentucky 291 Idaho 94
Arizona 616 Utah 276 Delaware 93
Virginia 580 Iowa 235 Montana 89
Minnesota 508 Arkansas 233 West Virginia 83
Indiana 499 Washington 232 South Dakota 52
Louisiana 453 Missouri 209 Wyoming 40
Illinois 438 Kansas 204 North Dakota 29
By using the FILTER and Instr function provided by MDX, analyzers can even do some basic
filtering on data just like the “like” statement in SQL. The following code shows the script for
querying the tweet counts by cities within the State of Iowa; this query extracts any location name
with “, IA” or “Iowa”. The query result is shown in Figure 5-4.
WITH SET IA AS
FILTER([Location].[Location].[Location],
Instr([Location].[Location].currentmember.name, ’, IA’) > 0
or
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Instr([Location].[Location].currentmember.name, ’Iowa’) > 0)
MEMBER [Measures].[IATotalCount] AS SUM
(IA, [Measures].[Count])
SELECT {[Measures].[Count], [Measures].[IATotalCount]} ON COLUMNS,
{




Figure 5.4 Querying tweet counts of cities in the State of Iowa
There are 2572 tweets in the data set, which are from Iowa. Excluding the first two rows of data
which does not specify any city information, we can easily see that most of the Twitter users in
Iowa gather in big cities like Des Moines, Iowa City, and Cedar Rapids; these cities have the highest
tweet counts which indicate a high social media using frequency. A similar query can also be used
in other states. Back in the experiment using SQL Server to count the tweets by states, the result
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claimed that the State of California has the highest social media using frequency. Although this
result is different from the query result using data warehouse, as the MDX query shows that Texas
is ranked the 1st in tweet count among the main states within the United States, we can use the
same method to figure out which city’s users contribute the most to the count numbers. Because
the Instr([Location].[Location].currentmember.name, ’, CA’) command will include any location
data containing the text string “CA” like Canada and Calabarzon, Philippines, such data needs to
be removed before loading the dimension and measures. Unlike SQL, which a “not like” command
could come in handy, in MDX, the process needs multiples rounds of filtering. The following code
shows the script for querying the data within California with two rounds of filtering in order to
exclude the data which may cause deviation.
WITH SET CA AS
FILTER([Location].[Location].[Location],
Instr([Location].[Location].currentmember.name, ’, CA’) > 0
or




Instr([Location].[Location].currentmember.name, ’canada’) = 0
and
Instr([Location].[Location].currentmember.name, ’Calabarzon’) = 0
)
MEMBER [Measures].[CATotalCount] AS SUM
(CA2, [Measures].[Count])












Figure 5-5 shows the query result of this script; the result indicates that except the tweet data
without clear city information, Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, and Oakland contributed
the most Twitter users and tweet numbers, each of them composes of 18.2%, 4.4%, 4.2%, and 1.5%
respectively.
Figure 5.5 Querying tweet counts of cities in the State of California
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5.3 Experiments using MapReduce (Apache Pig)
Despite the data warehouse provided a way for analyzing data from different perspectives and
dimensions, it is still difficult for OLAP to analyze highly unordered, random text data. Despite
the fact that the traditional relational database management system does have the capability to
conduct text mining by using user-defined functions, it is still not considered as a practical method
due to its relatively low efficiency. In order to make the text analysis process more efficient, we
introduce MapReduce in this project. Suggested by Google, although it may not be an ideal tool
to conduct interactive analysis, MapReduce is a programming framework that is highly efficient for
parallel processing very large data sets. In this experiment, we use Apache Pig, a platform that
provides higher-level programming language to implement data analysis programs like MapReduce.
Compared to MapReduce programs written in Java language, Apache Pig shows many superiorities
like its ease of programming and debugging as it provides a local debug mode called grunt.
To start with the text analysis using Apache Pig, the related data needs to be extracted from
the database as a text file so the MapReduce program will recognize. What exact data to extract
entirely depends on the users’ or analyzers’ requirements. Let us take the tweets within the State
of California as an example. As the experiment using SQL Server showed that California has the
most Twitter users among all 51 primary states in America, the amount of data is large enough to
conduct accurate text analysis and get results. The following code shows the Apache Pig(Latin)
script to load the original data file, split the lines of text and separate the words, then group them
and count their numbers; it is much like the “fn SplitString” function in SQL Server, but it is much
easier to write and understand.
lines = LOAD ’TextCA.txt’ USING PigStorage(’\n’) AS (line:chararray);
words = FOREACH lines GENERATE FLATTEN(TOKENIZE(line)) AS word;
filtered = FILTER words BY word MATCHES ’\\w+’;
wordgroup = GROUP filtered BY word;
wordcount = FOREACH wordgroup GENERATE COUNT(filtered) AS count,
group AS word;
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wordcountresult = ORDER wordcount BY count DESC;
STORE wordcountresult INTO ’599’;
As the data file is in the local folder in the virtual machine, we need to run this Apache Pig
program in local mode by executing the command “pig -x local wordcount 599.pig” under the
directory which contains the pig file. The program will automatically generate its output directory
along with the executing result file. The whole execution process took 7513 microseconds, or 7
seconds and 513 microseconds. Figure 5-6 shows the output result with the frequency of words
that appeared in tweets in descending order, we will further inspect this result in the next section.
Figure 5.6 Word count result of all tweets made by California users
Back in the experiment using SQL Server, the word count operation regarding the tweets from
all over the world took more than 3 minutes to complete, the same analysis job can also be done by
the MapReduce approach. Figure 5-7 shows the result of conducting word count on text data from
the entire original data set. The whole operation took less than one minute (54698 microseconds),
almost one-third of the time compared to the SQL Server method.
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Figure 5.7 Word count result of all tweet text data contained in the database
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CHAPTER 6. Results and Discussion
Through the experiments ran on the more than 1 million lines of Twitter data records, we
had some interesting findings and conclusions based on the query result using all three analysis
methods (Database, data warehouse, and MapReduce). Figure 6-1 demonstrates the count of
Twitter users/Twitter using frequency by the US States, based on the query conducted by SQL
Server. The warmer the color is, the more tweets generated in this state are.
Figure 6.1 Tweet count by states
From this graph, we can have some interesting discoveries. The users of social media in the
United States usually gather around these locations: East Coast (Mainly areas around New York
and Florida), West Coast (California and Washington), Texas, and Great lakes area (Mainly Illinois
and Michigan). According to the statistics generated by the analysis, for tweets generated in four
days (May 30, May 31, June 30 and July 1, 2019), tweets from these states composed of nearly
13.7% of the entire data set. If we exclude the International data and those tweets which do not
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have valid location information, the percentage will be increased to 49.33%; this means the content
made in California, Washington, Texas, New York, Florida, Illinois, and Michigan made up for
almost half of the social media data within the United States.
For the experiment using data warehouse technology, in general, it shows a similar result but
with many differences. Figure 6-2 shows the statistics using data warehouse.
Figure 6.2 Tweet count by states (using OLAP)
Because the query dimension needs to completely match the data in the dimension table, the
amount of tweets is much less than the result of the query using traditional databases. However,
the overall distribution of Twitter users across the States is still similar: while the Great Lakes
area shows much less tweet amount, Texas, New York, California, and Florida are still the top four
states which have the most social media using frequency. 2953 tweets were made in Texas, 2872
in New York, 2466 in California, and 1955 tweets in Florida. These data made up for 38.3% of all
the tweets made in the United States, the percentage is less than the corresponding result of the
method using SQL Server, but the difference is not significant, we can still conclude that East/West
Coast and Texas area has the most social media users/using frequency in the United States. If the
analyzer does not have requirements on the exact number of the query result, instead, the analyzer
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just wants a rough distribution pattern; comparing the time the queries need to take for databases
and data warehouse, the data warehouse demonstrates its efficiency. As the database method took
32 seconds to complete, the time data warehouse needs to take is less than a second.
When talking about a more detailed analysis focusing on a smaller granularity, like the amount
of social media data distributed among the cities within a state, data warehouse shows more
superiority over the traditional relational database. Figure 6-3 and 6-4 show the tweet count
distribution over the State of Iowa and the State of California.
Figure 6.3 Tweet count by cities in Iowa
A similar distribution pattern appears in both two analysis results which further proves specu-
lation in the experiment section, that the most of the users of social media network service gather
around major cities, like Des Moines, Iowa City and Cedar Rapids in Iowa; Los Angeles, San Fran-
cisco and San Diego in California. The reason for this kind of distribution pattern could be the
population in these areas is larger than other city outskirts, or major cities may have more social
activities, which will create more topics to let users discuss it compared to suburban areas.
Considering the social media trends, I consider that the words which have the most appearing
frequency represent the topics that the social media users focus the most. Both database and
MapReduce can carry out this kind of analysis, but with different result and completion time. Let
us take California as an example, by removing the words like “The”, “to”, “and”, we achieved a
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Figure 6.4 Tweet count by cities in California
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rough topic ranking among all the tweets made in California. The following table shows the top 10
topics Californians care about the most in early-mid 2019 (May 2019 to July 2019).
Ranking Keyword Times of appearance Possible related topic
1 Trump 795 Politics
2 @ realDonaldTrump 709 Politics
3 work 519 Job, employment
4 GAME 377 Entertainment
5 President 346 Politics
6 Show 343 Entertainment
7 World 340 Global
8 god 326 Religion
9 Friends 294 Socialization
10 TWITTER 286 Social media
From the chart, we can conclude that the topic which people in California care about the most
is still politics after the far-reaching 2016 United States Presidential Election, then topics about
employment, entertainment, religion, and socialization. Californians do consider that politics is
one vital part of their social life, or they regard politics as an important factor which will affect
their daily life.
By utilizing the same method to delete non-topic related words, the following table shows the
result of doing a word count analysis on the same data set, but with the MapReduce programming
framework.
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Ranking Keyword Times of appearance Possible related topic
1 Trump 795 Politics
2 work 496 Job, employment
3 today 480 Personal issues, news
4 friends 292 Socialization
5 world 259 Global
6 money 252 Economics
7 2019 248 News
8 President 245 Politics
9 School 242 Socialization
10 God 220 Religion
The overall result shows that topics about politics, employment, socialization, and religion are
still the most concerned topics for ordinary social media users in California, but there are still some
minor differences that may be caused by the statistical pattern. In the table, the keyword appearing
frequency indicates that other than political topics, people in California also care about news
happened in real-time, international affairs, and personal/social-economic situation. Compared to
the results of the database method, although both two approaches have similar statistical results,
MapReduce has great superiority in time efficiency over traditional databases using SQL Server. As
for the same data set of tweets made in California, the SQL Server needs an additional user-defined
function to conduct string splitting, even though it still needs at least 16 seconds to complete. In
contrast, the MapReduce programming framework using Apache Pig Latin script language only
requires half of SQL Server’s completion time by 7.513 seconds.
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CHAPTER 7. Conclusion
This project shows a performance comparison between three kinds of methods for big data
analysis: database, data warehouse, and MapReduce framework. For a large amount of social
media data, it is extremely hard to conclude a general format as the social media text data may be
highly unordered, randomly scattered, and without a strict format. Users regard social media as a
platform to express their thoughts and emotion without any restriction so that the user-generated
data may contain any kind of disordered information. The task for social media analysis is to
discover a certain pattern of distribution among a huge amount of disordered text information,
to capture the users’ thoughts as much as possible, and finally use them to support the business
decision. For social media data with a large amount, database management tools like SQL Server
can be a handy tool to deal with complex queries requested by analyzers and return query results
in the form of table interactively. However, such relational databases exposed its low effectiveness
when handling millions of lines of data; it may take minutes just to read all the data and may even
take much longer time to conduct complex queries. Data warehouses proved its effectiveness when
processing detailed analysis on a country level, state level, and even city level. It also showed its
satisfactory performance in handling large data and numerical values like measures of count under
a certain condition, but data warehouse has too high requirements on the data itself, especially the
data format. It requires the data format to be completely precise so the dimension data can be
mapped with the query condition and output a concise and correct result; otherwise, the analyzer
needs to add many more restrictive conditions in order to ensure the output data set does not
deviate from the reality too much. The “Measures” results, which are in the form of numerical
values also restrict its effectiveness on non-numeric data like texts. This means data warehouse
is also not an ideal tool for social media text analysis as the text data is random and there is
no clear format for it. Hadoop/MapReduce programming framework shows its superiority in its
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processing speed due to its feature of parallel processing. In the experiments, it achieved a similar
result compared to the database, but with much faster processing speed. The Apache Pig Latin
data flow language shares many similarities with SQL, and it is easy for starters to learn and apply
in projects, but Apache Pig does not support interactive data writing or updating, much like the
original MapReduce programs written in java language. Simple data cleaning can be done using
SQL language easily, but Apache Pig cannot. All three kinds of tools show its distinctive advantages
to some degree, but the task of analyzing highly disordered social media data cannot just rely on
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